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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The public schools are dedicated to the task of providing opportuni ties for the maximum educational development
of each pupil.

If there is no discr imination, each student,

from the slow learner to the rapid learner , f rom the most
talented, will have those educational experiences that will
pennit him to become of maximum worth to himself, to his community , and to s0ciety.

In hannony with these purposes of

education in a democracy is the important task of identifying
and making provision for the student with exceptional potential in
each of the fields of learning.
The present stn1ggle for the very existence of our
freedom causes the need for the improvement of instruction in
science and mathematics to become increasingly ~nportant .
Education is looked upon as a process which seeks the
greatest development of every boy and girl according to
his lll1ique nature and needs . This concept is in harmony with
the deomcratic idea , since in a true democracy, each citizen
contributes to the corrunon welfare to the extent of his ability .
To enable every person to make his greatest contribution, suitable
educational opportuni ties should be provided for all types of
children, including the various talented students.
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Statement of the Problem.

It was the purpose of

this study (1) to identify students with exceptional potential in the field of mathematics and science; (2) to ascertain
the flexibility and effectiveness of the educational program
provided for the talented.
Purpose of the Stu~. Relativel y little known about
specific identification instn.unents for finding talented
youngsters within various curriculum areas .

However, the

growing body of knowledge about those who are successful
in the sciences and in the arts gives us some information.
A few writers have also specified descriptive lists for
identification of the talented in several areas . 1
There , the purpose of this study; (1) was to investigate methods , techniques and strategies for identifying
children with exceptional potentials; (2) to explore the
current educational program for the talented; (3) to
devise a proposed plan for the talented students in the
area of mathematics and science .
Background and Significance of Study .

It is evident

that there are students with exceptional potentials in
almost every school .
Since World War II, and especially since Russia's
lunching of sputkik in 1957, a renaissance of interest in
1

.
John C. Gowan , The Academically Talented Student
Guidance (Dallas : Houghton ~tifflin Co ., 1971) , p . 18 .

3

the talented has appeared.

Concern has been sporadic in

prior years . 2 It seems evident , however, that interest in
the education and guidance of the talented will continue ,
for it is now predicted upon basic consideration of
national safety and survival.
The surge of attention to the talented no longer i s
concentrated soley upon the narrow spectn.IJTI of geni uslevel abilities , but upon the broader range of many kinds
of talent .

Educators have realize that they must also

help the lower levels of the able to reach productivity
through maximum motivations . 3 Therefore an effective progra.~ or a multiplicity of educational programs must be
found to identify and challenge all talented students in
the teaching of mathematics and science .
Limitation.. This study is based on the assumption
that data gathered, namely, information from the science
and mathematics teachers of two junior high school s of the
Dallas Independent School District , Dallas , Texas, and a
review of the literature would be sufficient to show to
what extent education is being provided for the talented
student in mathematics and science , and how they are
identified.
Delimitations of the Study. This study was l imited
to the science and mathemat.ic teachers of t,-:o junior

Ibid. , p. 1.
3

Ibid., p . 1.

4

high schools of the Dallas Independent School District,
and printed materials such as periodicals , pamphlets ,
encyclopedias , and books.
Methods of Procedure .

The nonnative survey method

was used in this study. The subjects used were jtmior
high school science and mathematics teachers.
Data were secured from the teachers through the use
of the questionnaire . Each questionnaire contained questions
that would reveal information pertaining to methods being
used to identify and educate the talented student in
mathematics and science .
Information gathered through the use of the ques~
tionnaire furnished the primary source of data.

Printed

materials such as periodicals, pamphlets , dictionaries,
and books furnished the secondary sources of data.

CHAPTER II
RELATED LITERATURE
Literature on identification of the talented in
mathematics and science - Subarsky points out the ftmdamental ingredient of science talent is a high degree of
innate curiousty.
Another manifestation of science talent is the
ability to spot or detect an incongrnity or inconsistency
(commonly called a problem) when confronted by facts .

A

third ingredient of science talent is the ability and
predilection to think in qualitative terms.

A fourth in-

gredient of science is manual dexterity, mantipulative
ability, mechanicalminded or whatever other name such
ability may be called. 4
Tennan found that the most satisfactory single
method of identifying mentally superior children is to
use a dependable standardised intelligence examination.
Teachers' judgement are unrealiable on the whole and should
be used as a supplement rather than a substitute for the
more valid and objective measuring instnnnents. 5
4

Zahariah Subarsky , "What is Science Talent?"
Scientific Monthly , 66:377-382 , (Nay, 1968).

s

Lewis M. Te1man, Mental and Physical Traits of a
Thousand Gifted Children," Genetic Studies of Genius,
1: 20, (1965) .
5

6

Nitty lists four means by which the gifted may be
identified . These are (1) I .Q. tests , (2) teacher
observation and evaluation, (3) grades on various subjects ,
and (4) scores on standardized examinations in subject
areas .

He states that there will be a very few systems

that will use exactly the same methods for identifications ,
nor will any wise administrator or supervisor use only
one method or technique .6
Literature on Provisions ~1ade for the Education of
the Talented in ~1athematics and Science, suggests that
education for the talented can be provided by the following :
1.

Olallenge the full use of abilities .

2. Deepen the base of knowledge .
3.

Increase the level of skills .

4. Develop a love of tmderstanding .
5.

Inculate desirable method of learning , thinking ,
and sharing.

6.

Encourage initiative.

7.

Give play to creativity. 7

Bobbitt states that students whose interest in
science has been revealed, may be encouraged to develop
such interest by membership in science clubs , opportunity

Paul Witty, "Education of the Gifted",
Society, 78 :113, (October, 1967) .
7

School and

Nonnan E. Gutts and Nicholas Mosley ,"Teaching The
Bright and Gifted, 11 ·The High School Journal, 42 : 42 ,
(November, 1969) .

7

for extra time and work in the laboratory and individual
conference with science teachers . Membership in science
clubs may be directed to worthwhile projects , such as
the collection of specirnents for class use of for the
museum and the construction of equipment which may be
valuable as a contribution to the school.

One such club ,

kn.own as the physical science club in one of the Los
Angeles high schools undertook the project of constructing
a nine-inch telescope.

When the telescope was finished

and mounted on top of the school building , the club presented it to the school at a graduation ceremony.
Opportunities for extra time and work in the
laboratory may be given to selected students who exhibit
science talent and who have completed at least one year
of science .

Such students might have status and title of

laboratory assistants .

Special l aboratory experiments and

problems may be plrumed with each laboratory assistant .
He may do such work on the days that the regular science
classes are doing desk work.8
The reorginized Blewett High School in Saint Louis ,
Missouri , has all owed talented students to carry extra
stubjects each year and thus to graduate from the four
year courses in three ycars .9

Blanche Bobbitt , "\\'hat Science Teachers Can Do For
Gifted Pupils, "Clearing House, 22 : 267-268 , (January, 1964)
9

John E. Bently, "Superior Children, "School and
Society , 51 : 529, (September , 1965).

8

A more extensive plan is fotmd in the accelerated
college preparatory curricultm1 for talented students in
three senior high schools in Baltimore, Maryland.

Students

for the program a r e selected by Jtmior High School Principals
and Counselors at the end of the eight grade.

Factors

considered are scholastic achievement, I. Q. , general
health, emotional stability, and family approval.

During

the next three years the selected subjects are for graduation,
and the fourth year is denoted to subjects usuall y studied
in the freshman year of college .

After successfully

completing this course the students are admitted to sophomore
classes at a number of colleges and tmiversities .10
The Ford Fotmdation organized the program for early
admission to colleges in which three preparatory schools
and three college collaborated to allow a student to
finish eight years of work in seven years .

Baltimore ' s

Robert E. Lee Jtmior High School students cover three
years in two.
Other methods of acceleration are listed below :
1.

Allowing the gifted student to take extra

Z.

Admission of the gifted student to college with

courses .

advance standing.
3.
10.

Allowing the student to attend summer school.

Margaret Moore, "A Study of Young High School
Graduates," The High School Journal, 45: 15 (February , 1971) ·

9

4.

Skipping grades, especially in elementary grades . 11

Schaefer described and advanced science course for
gi fted students in high school which included college
topics , such

as

the use of the slide rule and the development

of physical theori es .12
Pressey conducted an acceleration study and concluded that younger entr ants to college were mor e likely
to graduate , had the best academic records , won th most
honors , and presented the lowest discipl inary difficulties .
Homes conducted a study at Harvard University ancfound
that the yotmger entrants did better work 'tv.rth less fictions .
Jones conducted a study at Columbia University and found
a clear correlation on these sa~e aspects.
The New York City System has a number of special
high schools for certain students whose exceptional abilities
and interests in certain fields deserve the opportunity for
advanced training , therein. Among these are schools of
science and mathematics .13
A number of schools have organized superior groups

in grades 11 and 12 and have suppl ied them with enriched
courses in all maj or fields .

In grades 11, most of them

take engl ish, history, french and chemistry.
11
Ibid. , 45 : 15 .
12nonald A. Schaefer , "Advance Science For Gifted
Students" Science Teacher, 25 : 269-271, (September 1961) .
13
Hymen Alpern, "The Super-Honor School of New York,
High Point , 21"20 , (May, 1962) .
7

10
In all subjects, the purpose is to broaden and deepen the
units studied. 14
Surrnners provided experiences in college-level chemistry for gifted high school students.

Nine of the

thirteen who took the advance palcement examination were
successful in obraining advance standing.1 5
Crandall edited a study involving two matched chemistry laboratory classes for academically talented students .
The central group participated in laboratory work in the
traditional manner.

The experience group used open-end

eA'Periences with stress on developing scientific reasoning
ability, creative thinking, and scientific outcomes other
than factual knowledge.

No significant difference between

the groups were found in results on (a) a test of science
reasoning and understanding, (b) a test of critical thinking, and (c) a high school chemistry test.16

In 1960, as

part of a Brogram still in progress, twenty-four New York City
schools offered advanced palcernent courses to tlfo thousnad
three hundred and sixty-six students, of whom five hundred
and ninety-t"o took the Advanced Placement Examination, of
that four hundred and ninety-eight passes . The greatest
number of students were enrolled in mathematics which was
1\iendry T. Yost, "The Enriched Courses in The Senior
High Schools," Baltimore Bulletin of Education, 18-40,
(September, 1959 .
15Donald B. Sumners, "Colleg-Level Chemistry,
Education Digest , 24:224-228, (May, 1963).
16oavid J . Crandall, "Improving The Chemistry Lab'.',
A Report to the New York Education Department, (July, 1968).
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eight hundred and thirteen; chemistry with four htmdred and
ninety- four ranked second.

Expansion of advanced-placement courses

is being encourage where specials abilities of teachers and
pupils make it possible . 17
Sams reports the use of rating scales by Cal ifornia
High School Principals to appraise procedures for gifted
science students.

The criteria rated highest were in-

dividual encouragement and personal guidance, opporttmity
for enrichment and advanced study, and self-evaluation.18
The Worcester Foundation, in cooperation with Saint
Marks School (Massachusette) , has held nine-week surmner
programs for talented pre-college students since 1955.

The

program have effectively motivated students into science
teaching and medicine .

Coaley and Bassett evaluated the

Thayer Academy (i\1assachusetts) summer school program , in
which talented eleventh year students studied for two
weeks at the academy tmder visiting scientists and professors.

During the next eight weeks these students

worked in industrial and university laboratoires lll1.der
the supervision of specialists and attended a weekly se~
minar. The program produced considerable growth in
their ability to screen hypotheses, interpret data , and
reason quanti tatively.

Summer programs for gifted high

17New York State University, D~artment of Secondary
Curricultnn, New York State with Selected Bibl ography.

18w. E. Sams , Science Instruction in the California
Schools, California State Department of Education (1963)
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school science students were regarded as successful.19
Braudein listed some secondary-school provisions for
the gifted in mathematics and science , such as differentiated
organization utilize clubs , laboratory squards , tutorial
groups , seminars , special l ectures , and students planning
to specialize in mathematics of science . The school-within-a-school of honor school is another device for obtaining
free play of aspi ration in a uniform administrative
organization. 20
Bristow and others pointed out the need for proper.
revision of course content and grade placement in p~ysics ,
chemistry, and biology . They sited procedures used by
Physical Science Conunittee at Massachusetts Institute of
Technology , which included simultaneous involvements
of scientists and science teachers in developing learninng
units , tryout of the materials in cl assroom situations ,
and training of teachers . 21
The AIBS Biological Sciences Cun·iculum Study prepared an experimental volume of one hundred biological
investigations for secondary schools , which are intended
to meet the needs of teachers ·working ,dth students of
high ability.

19 R. D. Bassett , Evaluation of a Study of Science

Mathematics Program for talented students . Clearing House
29;43-44 (June , 1969) .
20 Paul F. Braudmein, "Education for the Gifted"
High Point, 34:123-125. (Jonuary, 1970).
21 Willi.am H. Bristow, Education of the Talented
Pupil in Science , National Education Association, (}lay, 1971) p . 31.
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Evaluation of pilot programs in Milwaukee Public
Schools indicated that it i s possible for superior pupils
to complete the three years mathematics sequence of grades
seven, eight , and nine in two years.Z2

22

John E. Bently, "Superior Children ," School and
Society, 51 :531 (September, 1965).

0-IAPTER I I I

PROCEDURES

The writer of this thesis has attempted to analysis
methods used to identify and provide education for the
talented students in mathematics and science .
Table I presents methods used to identify talented
students in mathematics and science as shown by authorities
in thefields 0£ mathematics and science .

This data was se-

cured from books and literature written by experts in the
fields of science and mathematics .
Table I shows that four of the authorities l isted
the I. Q. test as a method for identifying tal ented students

in mathematics and science . Table I also reveals most of
the common methods used to identify talented mathematics
and science students listed by Witty , who made a detailed
study of methods being used . Witty listed five of the
most common methods used to identify talented mathematics
and science students, Terman listed four , Baltimore , Maryland schools listed two and Subarsky listed one .
An

analysis of Table I seems to reveal there will

be very feK systems which use exactly the same methods
for identification, nor will any wise administrator or
supervisor use only one method or technique.

14
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TABLE I
Methods \\lhich May Be Used in Identifying Talented
Students in Mathematics and Science as
Suggested by Authorities
in the Field
~1ethods
of
Identification

Authorities In The field

~
i:;
0

c.:)

~
Vl
~

'"O

ra ~

r-1 0
b'
.µ
~_g
CIS U

~

;:::

~U)

X

X

X

•r-l

I. Q. Tests

X

Teachers ' Observation

X

X

Teacher Evaluation

X

X

Standardized Test

X

X

Cumulative Records

X

X

Table II projects methods for providing educational
experi~nces for talented students in mathematics and science
as suggested by authorities in the fields of mathematics
and science taken from books , pamphlets and current l iterature
written by the authorities l isted in Table II .
Table II reveals further that seven of the leading
authorities suggest acceleration as a method £or providing
education for the talented mathematics and science students .
Bobbitt lists five methods used to provide education for
talented mathemati cs and science students . They are:

class

projects , mathematics and science clubs , reading and writing
activities , individualized instruction and laboratory assistance .

Sams and Braudwein agr ee with Bobbitt on the use of

16

individualized instruction for providing education for talented
mathematics and science students.

Braudwein also agrees with

Bobbitt on mathematics and science clubs.

Six leading authorities

suggest special classes for providing educational experiences.
Affiliation with nearby schools and colleges, individualized
instruction and connnunity consultants were recommended by
three authorities.

Special schools, ability grouping, math-

thematics and science clubs, contests and exhibits were
recommended by two authorities.

Field trips were also suggested

by authorities in the field.
In interpreting the preceeding analysis, Table I I
seems to reveal that there are many ways to provide educational
experiences for talented students in mathematics and science .
The Table also reveals that it will not be wise to use only
one method.

TABLE II

Methods Which May Be Used in Providing Education for Talented
Students in Mathematics and Science as Suggested
By Authorities in the Field
Methods
of
Provisions

Authorities m the Field

6

Vl

Q)
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~
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~
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Vl
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..0
..0
0
(Q
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Vl

Vl
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~
0

::r:

-

Special Schools
Special Classes
'
-1Correspondence Courses
- I
Television Instruction
Acceleration
Ability 6rouping
Class Projects
Mathematics and Science Clubs
Affiliation with Nearby
Schools and Colleges
Read and Write Activities
Contest and Exhibits
,-Individualized Instruction
'y
. - -XCommLmity Consul tants
Laboratory Assistants
y
field Trips
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k
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~
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k
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Q)

Q)

Q)
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5
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k

X

y
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~
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X
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~
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V
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Table III gives a listing of methods used by teachers
0£ the Dallas School Distri ct of Dallas , Texas .

The infonnati on was secured through questionnaires given to
teachers in two jtmior high schools .

Each teacher

was

asked

to check the methods used by his or her school to identify
talented students ii.n mathematics and science .

The teacher

then proceeded to check whether the met hod used were;

sometime ,

always, seldom, or never used.
It is shown in Table III that standardized tests were·
used sometime by seventy-one percent of the respondents to
identify the talented students in mathematics and science .
The Table also reveals that eighteen percent always used standardized
test and tKelve percent seldom :sed standardized test .

Table III

indicates fifty-nine percent always use teacher evaluation.
Forty-seven percent always used C1.ID1Ulative records .

TABLE III

Results Showing the E.xtent of Usage of Methods by Subjects
For Identification of the Talented lll
Ma.thematics and Science

ALWAYS

SOMETIMES
Number
Using
Method
Method

l\LDnber
Using
Method
%

o.

SELOOM
Number
Using
Method

NEVER

Ntn'nber
Using
Method
%

%

·o

Standardized Test

12

71

3

18

2

12

6

4

Teacher's Opinion

10

59

3

18

2

12

1

6

Teacher Made Test

10

59

5

29

2

12

Ct.nnulative Records

4

24

8

47

2

12

3

18

I. Q. Test

5

29

6

35

4

24

2

12

11

65

5

29

1

6

Teacher Evaluation

5

29

10

59

1

6

Interest

1

6

1

6

Teachers' Observation

>-'

\0
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It indicated in Table IV that fourteen teachers
£round teacher observation to be very effective and three
found it be slightly effectively for identification of
talented students in mathematics and science . Tuelve listed
teacher evaluation to be very effectively . Teacher's
opinion, teacher made test and I. Q. test were listed also
as very effectively methods for identifying talented
mathematics and science students.

TABLE IV
Results Showing the Effectiveness of
Methods Used By Subjects
to Identify the Talented
in Science and
Mathematics
Effectiveness of Methods
Methods

Very
Effective

Slightly
Effective

Not
Effective

Standardized Tests

7

9

2

Teacher ' s Opinion

9

4

2

Teacher ~1ade Test

9

8

2

Cumulative Records

6

6

4

I. Q. Tests

9

7

1

Teacher Observation

14

3

Teacher Evaluation

12

4

Tnterest

2

21
Evidence in Table V revealed that eighty-two percent
of the participants used ability grouping to provide educational
experience for talented mathematics and science students .
Twelve percent stated they always use ability grouping .
Individualized instruction ranked highest as a method always
used to provide education for mathematics and science
talented students .

Forty-one percent indicated they always

use individualized instruction.

Television instruction ranked

lowest as a method used for instruction.

TABLE V
Results Showing the Extent of Usage of Methods by Subjects for
Providing Educational Experiences for the Talented in
Science and Mathematics

Method

SQ\fETL\tES
Number
Using
Method

0.

0

NEVER

.l'vwnber
Using
Method
%

%

'o

11

Special Schools
Special Classes
Correspondence
Course
Television
Instruction
Acceleration
Ability Grouping
Class Projects
Mathematics and
Science Fairs
Mathematics and
Science Clubs
Affiliation with
Nearby Schools and
Colleges
Read and Write
Activities
Contests and
Exhibits
Individualized
Instruction
Community
Consultants
L..iboratory
Assistants

SELro\i
Number
Using
Method

ALWAYS
1\umber
Using
Method

4
1

24
6

4
1

24
6

2

12

6

35

1
2

6
12

3
1

18
6

2
4

6
12
12
24

47

6

35

2

12

11

65

6

35

5

29

6

35

3

18

9

53

5

29

1

6

10

59

4

24

1

6

7

41

7

41

1

6

1

6

10

59

1

6

4

24

11

65

1

6

5
9

29
53

4

24

8
5
14
12

47
29

1

82
71

8

3

2

3

18

18

N
N
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Table VI reveals that sixteen of the seventeen participants listed ability grouping as a very effectively
method for providing education for talented students in
mathematics and science.

Individualized instruction was

listed as a very effectively methods by fourteen of the
participants.
The preceding analysis of methods used to identify
and provide educational experiences for talented students
in mathematics and science shows a variety of differences
indicated concerning various methods used . Talbes III , IV,
V, and VI, indicates that what may be an effective method
for one teacher may not be effective for another or vice
versa . The writher therefore recorrnnends that more than
one of the methods be used.

24

TABLE VI
Results Showing the Effectiveness of Methods Used By
Subjects to Provide Educational Experiences
for the Talented in Science
and Mathematics
Effectivenss of Methods
Method
Special Schools
Special Classes
Correspondence
Courses
Television Instruction
Acceleration
Ability Grouping
Class Projects
Mathematics and
Science Fairs
?---fa.thematics and
Science Clubs
Affiliation with
Nearby Schools and
Colleges
Read and Write
Activities
Contest and Exhibits
Individualized
Instruction
CoJT1munity
Consultants
Laboratory Assistants
Field Trips

Very
Effective
15
10

s

Slightly
Effective
4

Not
Effective
3

3

7
5

4
2
1

11
16
12

s

9

7

8

s

9

s

1

11
11

4
4

1

s

s

9
9

4
4

2
1
2

2

14
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CHAPTER IV
SID-~IARY M'D CONCLUSIONS
This study was concern with a study of methods used
to identify and provide education for the talented in
mathematics and science .

It was limited to seventeen Junior

High School Teachers of the Dall as School District , Dallas,
Texas, and prmted materials such as periodicals , pamphlets ,
encyclopedies , and Books .
1.

What methods are used to identify talented stu-

dents in mathematics and science?
2. 1\1hat methods are used to provide education for
the talented student in mathematics and science.
Data were secured through the use of the follo,ring :
1.

Questionnaire constructed by the investigator

and administered to the junior high school t eachers to
detennine their methods used to identify and provide
education for the talented in mathematics and science .
2.

Analyzing of data from noted authorities who

were concern with these problems .
It was found that :
1.

Several leading authorities in the field of rnath-

e~.atics and science agreed on the following methods for
identifying talented in mathematics and science :

(a) I . Q.

tests, (b) standardized tests , (c) teacher observation,
(d) teacher evaluation, and (e) cumulative records .
2.

Several leading authorities in the field of
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Mathematics and sci ence agree to the following methods
for providing educational experiences for talented
w.athematics and science students:

(a) acceleration, (b)

class projects , (c) mathematics clubs , (d) reading and
writing activities , (e) affilitation with nearby schools
and colleges , (f) individual ized instruction, (g) special
classes , (h) commllllity consultants , (i) special schools,
(j) ability grouping , and (k) contests and exhibits .
3.

Through a questionnaire, (Table III) it was

found that seventy-one percent of the respondents sometime used standardized tests .

It was indicated that fifty-

nine percent always used teacher evaluation.
percent always used cumulative records .

Forty-seven

Eighteen percent

always use standardized test and twelve seldom use the
standardized test .
4. Through a questionnaire , (Table IV) it was
found that fourteen ofthe respondents found teacher
observation to be very effective.

Twelve respondents l ist-

ed teacher eval uation to be very effective . Teachers
opinion, teacher made test, and I. Q. tests were also
listed as being very effective by some of the respondents .
S. Through a questionnaire (Table V) it was
found that eighty-two percent of the participants sometime use ability grouping.

Twelve percent stated they

always used ability grouping .

Forty-one percent stated

they always used individualized instruction.

Six percent
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stated television instruction was always used .
6 . Through the questionnaire , (Tabl e VI) it was
found that sixteen of the seventeen part ici pants listed
ability grouping as very effective .

Fourteen of the re-

spondents listed individualized as very effective .
These conclusions appear to suggest the following
reconnnendations : (1) Ability grouping should be use when
enrollments permit; (2) Class projects be encouraged for
talented mathematics and science students; (3) Science
fairs, contests , and exhibits be incourage; (4) Arrangement ,vith community consultants be made to serve as consultants to capable high school mathematics and science
students; (5) Individualized instruction should be used;
(6) Worthwhile individual ''read and write'' experiences
should be stimulated; (7) Special classes should bearranged for talented students ; (8) Acceleration be used
when possible; and (9) That standardized tests be used
for identifying talented mathematics and science students .
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